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What is MITERS? What is the MITERS Journal?

 To answer this question, let us look into the 
past to the very first issue of  the MITERS Journal 
where they attempted to answer this very question.
 “What is MITERS? MITERS is the MIT 
Electronic Research Society, a non-profit, student-run lab-
oratory for MIT’s EE hackers. The Society provides work 
space, tools, low-cost parts and information to any number of  
the MIT community. We have a few good scopes, various and 
sundry pieces of  test equipment, a b’zillion power supplies, and 
Bertha, our beloved PDP-7 computer. (No snickers from the 
peanut gallery, please. Bertha is very sensitive.) We also have 
the most incredible plunder-trove on campus” - 1976 Journal 
1 Number 1
 From its humble beginning in building 20 
(20-B-119) back in the 1970’s, MITERS has grown, 
changed, and adapted to the ever-evolving techno-
logical world. But when you take a hard look at the 
core of  what MITERS is, the spirit and culture are 
still rooted in the ideology of  the original hackers that 
founded it.
 Since those early days MITERS has gone 
through various evolutions, from migrating out of  
Building 20 to a shop space in Building N52, to ac-
quiring new and interesting tools, cruft, and various 
heavy duty equipment. In its current state, MITERS 
is a member-run project space and machine shop 
where we provide the MIT community with access 
to tools, knowledge, and the space needed to make 
their projects come to life. We are both a shop space 
as well as a vibrant community of  students, staff, and 
alumni who are happy to answer questions, teach new 
members, or just hangout and chat. 
 Though we have somehow become a respect-
ed shop around campus, we still are the finders and 
keepers of  the great MIT Cruft. We still find time to 
plunder Reuse posts, lab clean-outs, and tech. dumps 
on the loading docks for recycled electronics and 
hardware. 

 Originally the MITERS journal was intended 
to serve as a means for intra-society communication. 
Going forward, we plan to follow the original intent 
of  the journal as a guide. The journal will be used as 
a way to inform and update both our undergraduates, 
and the greater community as a whole, about the 
goings-on of  MITERS. It will also serve as a platform 
to share projects (In-Progress & Completed) with 
the greater MITERS network, as well as friends and 
family. To this end, we will strive to publish an issue 
once a semester; publishing them as PDF’s onto the 
MITERS webpage. The journal will take the place of  
the MITERS Blog as the society’s way of  bringing 
attention to the projects of  its members.
 General Layout:
(1) Promote MITERS member projects (Completed/
In-Progress)
(2) Inform everyone about the Goings-on in and 
related to MITERS
 - New Tools / Equipment
 - Organization
 - News Stories
(3) Important Upcoming Dates
 - Swapfest
 - MakerFaire (or whatever the tech. faires 
evolve into) 
(4) Asbestos Soap-box
 - In case there are interesting topics, stories, or 
things members would like to write up (Editorial)
(5) Gizmo-of-the-Month/Semester
 - If  a member finds something interesting that 
they want to document and share. This will generally 
be dependent on member submissions. 

 So, this is the starting point of  a new genera-
tion of  the MITERS journal experiment and we shall 
see how it evolves from here. 

   Enjoy!
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A Look inside MITERS

  MITERS is not just a shop space, but a living and breathing hacker space. This is     
      evident in the constantly changing landscape that is the shop space. From mounted winch-

es on the ceilings to hold various electric vehicles up and out of  the way when they are not being worked on, 
to the ever changing state of  cleaniness of  the work benches and floors through-out the space. But as you can 
see in the pictures, no space is left un-used for long, be it a new machine/equipment or simply a harebrained 
scheme to build a crazy contraption in the course of  a night. If  you are a part of  the MIT community and you 
are wondering when we are open, check out the door twitter: https://twitter.com/MITERS_DOOR

https://twitter.com/MITERS_DOOR
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Mags The Chess Robot

 My friends Claudius, Eric, Gloria, and I are 
in the process of  building a robot that could beat 
Magnus Carlsen (Chess Grandmaster) in a game of  
chess. We’re naming it Magnets, or Mags for short.
 This project is primarily funded from MIT 
Projx and an IAP Minigrant. We have received (and 
spent) $1350, And here is a breakdown of  our bud-
get: Spreadsheet Link
 The design is based around the use of  mag-
net, starting with the pieces which have embedded 
magnets so that Mags can move them around with 
an electromagnet underneath the board. Placed un-
derneath each equare there are reed switches, which 
are designed to detect magnetic fields. Although 
reed switches cannot distinguish pieces from eacho-
ther, we know the starting position and can update 
their position after every move.
 

 Mags uses a CoreXY gantry which is simi-
lar to high performance 3D printers. Two stepper 
motors drive belts in tandem to control the position 
of  the electromagnet. These belts can be tensioned 
at the carriage such that they straigen to x-axis. By 
using linear rails and 3d printed parts we were able 
to make the board just 4 mm thick.
 Apart from the construction, we are also in 
the process of  writing code, which can be found 
here. We are using the A* algorithm to find the shor-
est path to remove captured pieces from the board 
without collision.
 We are in the beginning stages of  assem-
bling our mechanical components together. For fur-
ture updates on this project visit my blog!

Keiji Imai
kogappa.com

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1yqGCbEJ-lgLs7kG5b4U-4LM2qvh067T2bJkhiu7EdD8/
https://github.com/cttdev/mags
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MITERS Learns: Electric Motors

 The second half  of  the mini-lecture was 
given by Austin Brown. His focus was on the 
controls and application side of  electric motors. In 
this talk he was able to elaborate upon the theory 
of  controls that Ben had covered. The summary 
of  this mini-lecture was the ideal applications of  
different motor control topologies, and it is safe to 
say that this section garnered the most questions. 
 <Austin’s Slides>
 With the success of  this mini-lecture, we 
look forward to the possibility of  other members 
and alumni giving future mini-lectures to share 
their knowledge to the rest of  our community. For 
it is through the exchange of  ideas that we create 
bigger and crazier things! 

 One of  the great things about the MITERS 
community is its deep knowledge on many random 
topics and its willingness to share that knowledge 
with one another. This can take many forms, and 
most recently took the form of  MIT Alumni and 
MITERS members of  Austin Brown and Ben Katz  
putting together a mini-lecture on the theory and 
practical implimentation of  electric motors and 
how to control them. 
 As with all MITERS related events, there 
was pizza, tardiness - but we would expect nothing 
less, for every MITERS person knows that these 
traits create a breeding ground of  interesting con-
versations and crazy ideas that might not otherwise 
be formed. 
 The first half  of  the mini-lecture was given 
by Ben Katz and covered the theory and math 
behind electric motors while breaking it down into 
bite sized chunks of  digestible knowledge. I will 
not do a disservice to his talk by trying to recreate 
it here, for anyone interested below is a link to his 
slides: <Ben’s Slides>

MIT Motor Research Society

Reluctantly Producing Torque 

Since 2014

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KGhW2avJEC39pjf9KNjqxo_Ww1-zJl3ujNzK1JiHo20/edit?usp=sharing
https://brushless.zone/
https://build-its-inprogress.blogspot.com/
https://discordapp.com/channels/743888484019732553/918616180779020299/1063988373481607188
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Rebuilding an Electric Scooter

 After I attached the battery management 
system (BMS) to the pack, I was done (or so I 
thought). After finishing the battery pack, I painted 
the frame for rust protection and, most important-
ly, aesthetics in my favorite color: orange.
 Following the precedence set by my tricycle 
project, problems started at the halfway-ish point 
of  my scooter refurbishment. Sitting on a rack 
for all of  quarantine (and probably longer) wasn’t 
great for the cheap scooter tires on the frame, so I 
had to replace the rear tire. After replacing the rear 
axle group, I noticed the battery was somehow too 
big to fit in the frame. I figured out that the added 
spacing from the battery frame and wiring made 
the pack too large. For the record, I had fit-checked 
the four cells beforehand.
 My solution to the problem was to cut off  
a row of  series cells, making the pack 10S and 3P. 
While lopping off  ten cells reduced the capacity, 
the pack now fit into the battery compartment, 
and I could ride the scooter for the first time. With 
a reduced capacity, I could travel to the edges of  
campus comfortably but constantly had to charge 
the battery, so I decided to make a new battery 
pack.

 This scooter is my second project  and a ve-
hicle I built at MIT.
 I had a better start compared to the tricy-
cle. Based on how difficult it was to make the tricy-
cle work, I started by refurbishing and revitalizing 
an older vehicle of  MITERS instead of  designin-
ing one from scratch. THe scooter was owened by 
previous MITERS member and president Mason 
massie. By some means, the old battery combusted 
while instead the scooter body. Thankfully, the bat-
tery compartment of  the scooters’s steel frame was 
the only part horrifically cahrred and gross. So after 
cleaning out the internals and removing the external 
rust with a wire brush and flap sander, I had a scoot-
er frame with handlebars, wheels, and motor already 
mounted!
 The first thing to make the scooter run again 
was to build a new battery. Taking what I learned 
from the first pack I made for the tricycle, I made a 
frame out of  a laser-cut acrylic sheet to support the 
battery cells. While this wasn’t as good as an off-the-
shelf  solution and still required some structural hot 
glue for rigidity, this pack felt more solid than the 
first. I used the N51 spot welder to attach the same 
lithium-iron phosphate batteries in a ten-series and 
four-parallel (12S4P) configuration.
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 I returned in the fall of  2022 to complete the 
battery pack and make the scooter functional again. 
I tested the battery to make sure it was okay after 
sitting around all summer, and to my dismay, one of  
the rows of  cells was almost 2 volts lower than the 
rest. This meant that there was some problem with 
the battery pack. After slowly charging the row to 
balance the battery pack manually, I tried charging 
the battery from a bench power supply. Immediately 
after I turned on the power supply, the nickel strips 
connecting the cells turned red hot, meaning some-
thing was seriously wrong with my pack. 

So stuck on this project pending the disassembly of  
the battery, which would be difficult to do without 
damaging the battery or buying new cells. 

 Joseph, another MITERS member, gener-
ously gifted me three UPS battery modules he had 
crufted for my second battery. Each module con-
tained four bundles of  four 18650 battery cells, 
meaning I had 48 18650 batteries to work with. By 
the end, it was only 40 because I screwed up two 
cell packs when I salvaged the batteries. So I now 
had a 40-cell, 10S 4P battery pack which was smaller 
but theoretically higher capacity than my previous 
battery pack. I spot-welded the battery before leav-
ing for the 2022 summer break but did not attach a 
BMS. 

  Fast forward ---->>>

Nigel Barnett
netb.me

Hydrogen Powered Motorcycle

 This semester I started work on a hydrogen-fuel cell powered motorcycle. Not because I was completely 
convinced hydrogen was absolutely and totally the future of  transportation and that we should all switch imme-
diately, rather I wanted to figure out what exactly would it take to get something like this to work. Battery pow-
ered vehicles are a good step towards building a cleaner future, but they do have issues which include range and 
charging. Fast-charging is a solution… but this is not good for the lithium batteries themselves because it reduces 
the number of  possible charge cycles, and upsetting cell chemistry.

https://www.techtarget.com/searchdatacenter/definition/uninterruptible-power-supply#:~:text=An%20uninterruptible%20power%20supply%20(UPS,and%20maintains%20the%20energy%20storage.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cruft
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 The goal of  this project is to create a hybrid hydrogen-fuel cell motorcycle, in which a fuel cell charges 
a small lithium battery. The combination of  fuel cell and hydrogen tank provides most of  the energy storage, 
and the battery deals with both regeneration braking capabilities, as well as spikes in the power draw from the 
motors during acceleration (and the higher power draws at higher speeds). The idea is that the real “range” of  
the bike comes from the amount of  energy we can store in the hydrogen tank, the fuel cell’s job is to re-charge 
the battery and the motor draws power directly from the battery. The overall goal of  this project is to create an 
open-source, hybrid engine platform for a motorcycle that runs on hydrogen. I want the open source community 
to have a shot at hydrogen vehicles, and I want the work on this project to help inform the design of  hydro-
gen-powered vehicles in industry.
 I did a write-up for the initial design calculations and posted it here.
I started by getting a motorcycle, a 2000 Ducati 900ss, which I got from Madhouse Motors. They sold it to me 
relatively cheap without the engine, and with the braking system included. It has some really nice Brembo brakes 
on there so huge shoutout to Madhouse Motors for all the help.
 This semester I worked on sourcing the fuel cell, which will be graciously donated by Doosan Mobility 
Innovation (DM/DP15 fuel cell) which produces around 1.25kW. Doosan also makes a hydrogen tank that can 
store hydrogen at a pressure of  350bar and has a capacity of  about 10L, this will ideally give us an estimated 
range of  around 50-70 miles (a wide range because we don’t fully know the mass of  the bike yet, this was also 
estimated conservatively). I sourced some battery modules (80V 2kWh pack) from the MIT Solar Car Team 
(thanks friends <3).

In terms of  the build, I focused on the gearbox and getting it mounted to the bike itself  this semester. I bought 
the gearbox casing off  of  eBay and mounted two T-Motor U15s to it. Each of  those motors can do about 
15Nm peak torque at 7kW. I added a 1:1 belt drive between the motors, and then a 1.3:1 belt drive between both 
the motors and the output shaft. I’m using (2x) VESC 200A motor controllers for now, but will update that to a 
custom inverter in the future. Here’s a build video for the gearbox.

https://pcb.mit.edu/lectures/lecture_01/FINAL%20PAPER%20PDF.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94Xf_wgISU4
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 Moving forward I’ll be trying to integrate the fuel cell, as well as assemble the battery module. We need 
a mechanical casing for the modules as well as a battery management system. We also need to make a Maximum 
Peak Power-Point Tracker (MPPT) that will charge the battery using the fuel cell. Stay tuned for more on this 
build!

Aditya Mehrotra
https://www.adim.io/departmentofalchmey

Overdesigning a Bike Light

 Most bicycle lights seem to either be ugly 
and plastic, very expensive, or both. As such I 
convinced myself   I could do it for better and 
cheaper with parts that were lying around. This 
of  course is a common fallacy and instead I spent 
more money and time than compared to buying 
a nice light. At least I got practice in both cir-
cuit design and more complex CNC operations 
(getting hsmworks to machine the very bottom 
of  the heatsink fins well was a learning experience 
for sure…). This project also gave me a newfound 
respect for how small some commercial bike lights 
are given their lumen output - packaging every-
thing inside even a decently chunky enclosure was 
quite difficult - though not helped by component 
choices that could be simply described as Overkill.
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  As of  yet, this project is not quite finished - I’ve gotten hung up on designing an efficient constant 
current led driver to avoid PWM flicker, as well as figuring out a good way to adjust both brightness and color 
temperature with one button in a way that isn’t annoying. I think my Fresnel lens could also use some improve-
ment - but I’m super happy with it so far and it definitely is the most complicated part I’ve machined to date!

Samuel Schuur
schmools.gihub.io

   In my design, instead of  the light sitting on top of  the handlebars it nestles in front of  them. It 
has a custom designed and printed Fresnel lens and a custom machined housing-cum-heatsink that follows the 
profile of  a NACA airfoil (gotta save those fractions of  watts). The whole light is powered by a 18650 cell and 
charged via the same LEMO connector used on Leica cameras. When finalized with a gasket I have yet to laser-
cut the whole light will be waterproof. 
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Uncle Dane-ger Island Adventures
 Like with all communities, MITERS has its traditions - From Tesla-coiling in East-Campus for REX to 
building Battlebots to group trips to Makerfaires. But one of  the most chaotic and MITERS focused traditions is 
that of  the Lake Adventures brought to you by Uncle Dane.  

Seen here: Uncle taking a group of  MITERS members on an ADVENTURE!

 These lake adventures hap-
pen when to weather and the mood 
strikes! There are two flavors of  lake 
adventures: Ice Adventures and Boat 
Adventures! So get ready Member of  
MITERS, Build dubious ice vehicles, 
water related craft or devices, or crazy 
food making contraptions for cooking 
pizza in an aluminum box on an open 
fire! 

For there is always another lake adventure just around the corner!
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Bite-Sized Electric Unicycle

 I swore off  stability a long time ago. Cars? 
Too many wheels. Tricycles? Still enough points 
of  contact to define a plane. Scooters? Might as 
well be driving a barge with all the excessive sta-
bility they have. Now unicycles. Unicycles are the 
way to go. Not a single superfluous wheel. 
 This unicycle is built around a hoverboard 
motor. These motors are cheap, easily available, 
and quite torquey. Unfortunately, they don’t have 
a through axle so they are only supported on one 
side. To deal with the cantilever, I built a sturdy, 
aluminum frame on the MITERS CNC over the 
course of  a particularly long night. Over this 
frame is a 3D printed battery box and electronics 
box. I was quite confident in the thick, heavily 
filleted prints holding up well even to crashes, and 
so far this has held true. 

 I’m overvolting the motor to 48v nominal with four 
3s lipo packs in series. Range isn’t spectacular, but it’s plenty 
to fool around with going up and down the hall. Motor con-
trol is handled by a VESC. Self  balancing is also handled by 
the VESC, taking angle and acceleration from an IMU over 
UART. PD values were determined experimentally in about 
five minutes and give acceptable results. Balancing in roll is 
handled by human. 
 I’m quite happy with the little guy. It’s quite rideable 
on flat ground and the flip-up pedals allow it to just fit in a 
backpack, though it is quite heavy. I’d still like to add mag-
nets to keep the pedals locked in the closed position, a han-
dle, and rubber pads on the pedals. Wire routing could also 
be improved. Currently several screws need to be unscrewed 
to access the batteries, and each of  the four batteries must 
be charged individually. This is less than ideal, and I’d like to 
find a more elegant solution.

Jonhenry Poss
jonhenryposs.wordpress.com/
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Kyriakos: An Electric Motorcycle

 Kyriakos started as a cheap eBay mountain 
bike which I purchased from Ebay. I have made heavy 
modifications to fit a very large 10kW peak drone 
motor donated to my projcet by MITERS. This project 
called upon many skills, and this was my first project 
that included welding. Fitted with a custom battery, 
custom motor mount, waterjet foot pegs, and a custom 
hardware implemented precharge circuit.
 Since a large motor, electronics, and battery 
needed to all be mounted to the frame, I had to heavily 
modify the frame. The use of  a waterjet, a lathe, and 
mill was necessary to produce the parts according to 
my design.  Sheet metal was waterjet, bent, welded, and paint-

ed to make belt covers and holders for both the battery 
and electronics. I also made some footpegs with the same 
method.
 This motor allegedly came off  of  a drone that fell 
in a lake many years ago. It somehow ended up at miters 
and then into my hands. It can output enough power to 
compare with a typical 125cc - 150cc engine. I also opted 
to install hall sensors into this motor to get zero speed 
torque, something that I would not want to be without on 
a vehicle of  this size.

 At this point I have had plenty of  experience designing and building batteries from doing battery 
work on the MIT Motorsports team. The bike battery is made from Molicell’s P42A, a cell that definitely 
outperforms the current competition. This was definitely the most expensive part of  the entire build, but 
this is not something I wanted to cheap out on. 
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  And with that, I will leave you with a finished motorbike. For video and more information, check out my 
website!

Christopher Evagora
https://evagorac.github.io/

Skunkworks: Rootbeer on Tap

 This is a short project I did over the 
summer. I got a beer keg system from a friend 
and decided to make a root beer vending 
machine operated out of  my room. I did not 
want to deal with accepting cash, so I decided 
to make it accept venmo. The entire system is 
operated by a raspberry pi, which checks for 
payments and opens a valve for a limited time 
to serve root beer. 

The name “Skunkworks” is a slang term used 
to describe any kind of  secret engineering 
project. I think it’s fitting because I’m always 
cooking up various engineering projects in my 
lab-bedroom and this allows people to taste 
the mysterious fruits of  my labor through a 
tube in the wall. 
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  Venmo unfortunately does not have a public API, however they send confirmation emails immediately 
after every payment. So I needed the pi to check my email to detect venmo payments. This presented another 
issue, because I need my main email (which receives the venmo confirmation messages) to be secure. The rasp-
berry pi can not be given access to this account. So, I set up a filter on my main account which automatically for-
wards every email from venmo to a separate “burner” email. Since this email contains only the venmo messages, 
I could give the pi access to this by setting up an “app-specific” password stored on the pi. If  some hacker gets 
access to the burner email, I don’t lose much.

The rest of  the system is quite simple. Root beer is stored in a keg which is pressurized by CO2 from a tank. The 
pressure wants to force the soda through the outlet tube, which is blocked by a valve before it reaches the tap. 
When payment is received, the raspberry pi opens the valve and shows a confirmation message on the display. A 
relay had to be used between the pi and the valve because the valve runs on 12V, and the pi runs on 3.3V. 

My favorite part of  the project was drilling a hole all the way through my dorm room wall. (My dorm is old and 
about to be renovated so we can do this). The keg and CO2 tank are stored in my room and the tap and elec-
tronics are in the hallway outside. Root beer passes from the keg to the tap through a tube running through the 
wall.

Anhad Sawhney
https://www.anhadsawhney.com/
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Climbing Cave: Dorm Edition

  I love rock climbing. I find it’s a great way to relieve stress, get a workout and have fun at the same time. 
Unfortunately, options for rock climbing at MIT are somewhat limited. MITOC has a small bouldering wall, but 
all the real gyms are very inconvenient to get to without a car. 
 Luckily, my dorm is under capacity this year and has empty rooms, so I started planning to build a 
climbing cave in an empty room using climbing wall panels salvaged from the fort I built over the summer. The 
build came together in the last week of  the fall semester, since I had only one exam during finals period and my 
friends were similarly free. 
 I started by making a CAD model in Solidworks, using the floorplan of  the room and a ceiling height 
measurement for reference. 
 Right after the fort was disassembled, we brought all the climbing panels up the stairs using a rope and 
pulley system, and my friend as a counterweight (unfortunately I did not get pictures of this). After this, the 
panels sat on the 5th floor for a semester, until the build happened over two days between final exams.
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Anhad Sawhney
https://www.anhadsawhney.com/
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Bike Repair Stand with Built in Scale
 Have you always wanted a thing to hold your bicycle while you work on it? Tired of  things falling on 
top of  you as you try to wrench semi-attached pedals from their rusty crank? I found a budget friendly bicycle 
wall mount and converted it into a portable stand with a built-in scale.  Why add a scale? Good question. With the 
advent of  e-bike parts in various shapes and forms, its getting easier to put together an electrically assisted bike. 
Though with motors, batteries, and motor control hardware the bike becomes quite heavy. What if  you could 
keep track of  how much things weighed as you assembled your bike? And thats the goal of  this project!

 I used a crufted 4” diameter tube to make a vertical pole for the mobile bike stand and attached it to the 
base of  a recycled angle grinder stand from D-Lab. To add the wall mounted bike holder to the standing post, 
I made a split clamp with two 3D Printed parts. Holding a whole bike on printed parts would not be feasible so 
aluminum plates keep the printed parts under compression. Thumbscrews allow easy repositioning so the assem-
bly can slide up and down to adjust the working height. 
 With an adjustable surface to work from the next part was adding a strain gauge and a display. The easiest 
available strain gauge that would fit the force requirements (holding up a 50lb bike) was this adorable 4-wire 
compression strain gauge. To prevent it from being over constrained, the top of  the assembly is on a piano hinge 
such that the load from the bike translates directly into the gauge.
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 With a strain gauge that reports back force and a working mechanical mount the last part is adding a 
standalone display. I took a different approach to making the case, having all of  the prototyping kits mate to 
thermal inserts on the surface (orange) holding in the display, microcontroller and strain gauge amplifier. With 
everything having a place in the enclosure the last part was to tie everything up with jumper wires and firmware. 

 With the printed case, machined strain gauge mounts, microcontroller, and display all working together, 
here is the final result:

Dane Kouttron
Transistor-man.com
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